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NapoleoN Maddox
Napoleon Maddox is a true Hip-hop ambassador. Working as a producer, human beatbox artist, 

vocalist, DJ and leader of a Hip-hop band called ISWHAT?!, he has created and performed music for 
cable and Public Television programs in the U.S. and for The Arte network in Europe, North Africa and 
Middle East. Also mixing and developing unique collages and mixes for radio, films and art events, 
Napoleon is well known for his collaborations and creations across a wide array of artists in varied 
disciplines. He has worked with highly respected Hip-hop, Rock, Jazz and Classical musicians including 
Chuck D, DJ Spinna, DJ Logic, Archie Shepp, Vernon Reid, and Les Paul. He has worked with the 
U.S. Embassy and Departments of Cultural Affairs in England, France, Estonia, Serbia, Germany, and 
Morocco.

prograM
Finding Your Voice through Hip-hop stimulates the imagination and critical thought in the areas of 

language, social studies, and history. 
 � Language is enhanced through creative writing: poetry and narratives. Youth are challenged 

by use of vivid language and encouraged to explore the creative expression with an expanded 
lexicon.

 � Social studies are reflected upon as the audience is brought into discussions about current 
events, helping them see how they relate and connect. The idea that art is “about something” 
and a tool for positive change is ever present.

 � The history of Gospel, Blues, Jazz, Soul, Rock, and Hip-hop artists are discussed, along with 
the historic social context that created these various modes of expression. Audiences benefit by 
being able to see that there is a root, a source to whatever style of music they appreciate.

Hip-Hop
Hip-hop is a multi-faceted cultural expression. It encompasses music, dance, fashion, and 

language. The music evolved from Jazz, Blues, and R&B music and is closely tied to street dancing 
and dance clubs. A distinguishing facet of Hip-hop is the prominent role of the DJ. Street dancing was 
called Breaking or Break Dancing because individuals would show off their style during the breaks 
(instrumental only) parts of a song. To extend the breaks in the music and give dancers more time to 
freestyle, DJs began to use two turntables to switch back and forth between the breaks in songs. This 
technique led to the develop of scratching and beat-boxing, creating rhymic non-verbal sounds through 
technology and the human voice. Hip-hop is more than just dance and music with its own fashion style. 
The fashion associated with Hip-hop developed so dancers could easily move in street clothes, such as 
loose fitting pants. Lyrics of Hip-hop songs are considered to be both inventive and controversial. Hip-
hop artists will use double entendres, parody, reference artistic and cultural conventions, play on words, 
and invent new terminology to express their meaning. Many Hip-hop artists grow up in neighborhoods 
with gangs—street dancing was an alternative to street fighting—and often depict in their lyrics the drug 
culture, prostitution, and gang violence they witnessed. Critics have felt that the lyrics are too explicit 
and at times glorify that culture. Despite the controversy, Hip-hop has become popular throughout the 
world with other cultures infusing Hip-hop’s musical style with their own indigenous music. 
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HuMaN Beat Box WorksHop outliNe

I. INTRODUCTION: Beat-boxing is a beautifully 
individualized art form with an incredible 
history, yet anyone can study and practice it. 
A. Being a professional Human Beat-boxer 

requires talent, skill and dedication. 
B. Although the complexity of Beat-boxing 

can be intimidating, anyone can learn. 

II. WHAT IS BEAT-BOXING AND HOW HAS IT 
BEEN PRESENTED? 
A. Early history of Beat-boxing

(1) Early 1980’s Hip-Hop
a. Doug E Fresh
b. The Fat Boys 

(2) Jazz 
a. early scat artists

i) Ella Fitzgerald
ii) Louis Armstrong
iii) Dizzy Gillespie

b. Take 6 
(3) Pop 

a. Bobby McFerrin
b. Al Jarreau 

B. Growth of the craft with Hip-Hop
(1) The Roots

a. Rahzel 
b. Scratch 

C. The impact of the internet on Beat-boxing
(1) international appeal

a. Human Beat-box festivals 
i) France
ii) Germany
iii) New York

b. competitions
i) Hip-Hop Festivals
ii) Red Bull
iii) Television

III  HOW DO YOU LEARN TO BEAT-BOX? 
A. Creation of sounds 

(1) listen and mimic percussive elements 
in music
a. acoustic 

i) drum set
ii) hand drums
iii) bass and other parts of rhythm 

section
b. electronic 

i) drum machines
ii) turntables / DJs
iii) effects

(2) say onomatopoeic words, play with 
pronunciation
a. focus on shape of lips
b. focus on tongue position
c. focus on vibration of vocal chords 

B. Creating & maintaining patterns
(1) make a chart to indicate patterns

a.  tart simple pattern with 2 sounds
b. gradually add sounds and maintain 

pattern
c. improvise, create new patterns, 

make notations
C. Breath-control, avoiding dizziness

(1) breath in between every sound
(2) create sounds with every breath

a. hi hat 
b. shaker 
c. effects 
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IV  MAkING MUSIC
A. soloist 

(1) virtuosic Beat-boxing performance
a. improvisation

i) free improvisation
ii) structured improvisation

b. compositions
i) written music / charts
ii) loop pedals

B. production / over dubs
(1) creating tracks consisting of only the 

human voice
a. choice of microphones 

i) frequency
ii) tonality
iii) texture

(2) mixing Beat-boxing with other 
instrumentation

i) compression
ii) effects
iii) balance in mix 

C. joining or creating a band
(1) Compatibility

a. expectations other musicians have 
of Beat-boxers

b. realistic music goals for yourself as 
a Beat-boxer
i) instrumental ensembles that work
ii) with or without amplification
iii) selecting suitable feature spots 

in arrangements 
(2) Passion

a. sincere interest in the craft 
b. guard against novelty presentations

V. CONCLUSION : Learning the history of 
Beat-boxing is a great way to explore the art, 
necessary for a strong foundation, opening 
up possibilities for any dedicated performer to 
study masters and develop their own unique 
expression.

activities

“ordiNary” souNds
 � Take a wooden spoon and hit/tap it against 

different objects, e.g., a pillow, a table, a metal 
desk, a wall, etc. Have students compare the 
different sounds: Is it clear or muffled (quality/ 
timbre)? Does it echo? Is the pitch high or low? 
How long does the sound last? Does it sound 
like more than one sound (overtones)?

 � Water in glasses: fill several glasses of the 
same shape with different levels of water, tap 
the glass near the rim with a knife or other 
piece of silverware. Students should compare 
the different pitches. Is the pitch higher or 
lower when there is more or less water in the 
glass?

souNd patterNs/coMpositioN
 � Patterns: Have students work in groups to 

create patterns with clapping and snapping. 
The teacher may want to do a few patterns 
with the class to get the students started. 
Examples: “clap-clap-snap clap-clap-snap” 
or “clap-snap-clap clap-snap-clap clap-snap-
clap.” You may also want to throw in a slap on 
the thigh.

 � After the groups have had time to experiment, 
have the students translate their clapping 
patterns into visual patterns using different 
colors, shapes, or sizes. Example: if clap = 
red and snap = blue, then the “clap-clap-
snap clap-clap-snap” would be “red-red-blue 
red-red-blue.” Or shapes “square-square-
circle square-square-circle” or combine the 
two. Then have students repeat the process 
experimenting with making the sounds faster 
and slower and translating that into a visual 
pattern. Then trying longer and shorter 
sounds, or higher and lower.

 � Have students take the patterns they have 
created and put them together to create a 
composition. Students may also want to 
incorporate different sounds, such as, vocal 
sounds, a shaker can, or drum.
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iMprovisatioN
Improvisation is the spontaneous creation or performance of a work of art. Through improvisation 

the artist can let his/her mind freely make connections. In one sense improvisation lets the mind wander 
and see what it discovers. In another sense, improvisation draws upon knowledge already gained to 
create new connections.

Incorporating improvisation into the classroom will allow students to develop their creative 
thinking skills and give them an opportunity to discover ideas they did not realize they had. It can be 
incorporated into any discipline. Often artist will use a ‘trigger’ to begin the improvisation process. A 
trigger can be a word, image, sound, movement, etc. related to the subject matter the students are 
studying. The key is not to make it feel like a test, let the students respond naturally. They may respond 
by either writing, visual art, creating sound/music, or through movement. As the students evolve in 
improvisation techniques, you may want to encourage them to combine the different forms of art, e.g., 
writing and drawing in one response. You may want to try improvisation activities before you have 
begun lessons on a subject. These activities will begin students thinking about the subject, but students 
will not be in the mode of reciting what they have been told about the subject. Give students time to 
allow their minds to wander. There may be an initial ‘letting go’ period. The teacher begins the process, 
but students take it to its full development. Let things happen as they will.
Samples:
Word Triggers: Either write a word relating to the subject matter on the blackboard for the entire class 

to respond to or write several words on separate slips of paper and have students draw a slip from a 
hat or box.

 � Have students write their ‘reaction’ to the word, whatever comes to their minds. It can be 
personal feelings or memories or academic pondering.

 � Have students respond to the word by drawing, sound or movement. Example: The trigger word 
is “molecule.” How would a molecule move, feel, etc.?

Image Triggers: Select an image – photo or diagram – related to the subject. This can be a class 
activity or you can select several images and break the class into groups. Sometimes an abstract 
image can create more interesting responses than images with which students are familiar. Have 
students respond by writing, drawing, sound or ‘putting’ the image in motion. 

 � Example: Pull a battle or exploration map from a history period. Have students respond to the 
image in writing, sound or movement.

Sound Triggers: Play music or ordinary sounds related to a specific subject matter you are studying in 
class. Have students respond.

 � Example: your class is about to study the Doppler Effect. Play a recording of a sound coming 
toward you and a sound moving away. Have students respond by movement or visual art.

Movement Triggers: Do a spontaneous movement during class.
 � Create a movement chain – one student does a movement and the next student responds to the 

movement and then the next, similar to dominos. Then have them respond to what they just did 
by drawing or painting.


